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The Spiritual Path to Weight Loss: Praising God by Living a Healthy Life [Gregory L Jantz] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Truely remarkable approach of veteran author and
counselor Gregory L. Jantz, Ph.D.

The big problem is that self-love can feel inaccessible for those in the grips of binge eating, body dysmorphia,
self-loathing, and self-sabotage. So today I want to talk about how self-love can help you achieve your natural
weight. Self-Love and Weight Loss? This makes sense, right? After all, the body neutrality movement started
because of how freaking hard it is to love your body in an image-obsessed culture. And as you stop berating
yourself around food, your thoughts and behavior slowly start to normalize. So, now that you can see how
self-love can help with weight loss, how do you learn to love yourself to begin with?! To find self-love,
simply make space for yourself. Okâ€¦ but make space how? You can learn to love yourself by making space
to feel your feelings. Now, does that sound more accessible than self-love? Because I know how difficult it
can be to love yourself when you hate the way your body looks. Make Space For those familiar with my
psycho-spiritual approach to weight loss, you already know my favorite tool to stop binge eating: This practice
helps end binge eating by making space for the emotions that trigger overeating. Since it emphasizes making
space, it also helps with self-love! Not all at once, but slowly. This is actually how my weight loss journey
began: Louise Hay is a spiritual thought leader who suggests that a lack of self-love is the root of every single
problem we have. I agree with her radical idea. So I started mirror affirmations to boost my self-love. I
approve of myself. It changed the way I thought about myself and, eventually, my body. After these
affirmations set the stage, I had the courage to experiment with giving up dieting for weight loss, which has
been one of the best decisions of my life. Developing self-love was key to my success. The Stop, Drop, and
Feel: You can do it whenever you please. Then, add some mirror affirmations to your daily habits and try
repeating these every day: I love myself I am perfect, whole, and complete Do these practices with enough
repetition so that it changes your thoughts and behavior. And maybe, after 30 or so days or practice, you find
just a little more self-love. In that space, your self-compassion grows, and self-sabotage occurs less frequently.
Weight Loss Keep It Going: It has more advice on how to approach weight loss from a psychological and
spiritual angle.
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2: Spiritual Healing and Self-Realization Retreats
The Spiritual Path to Weight Loss has 5 ratings and 1 review. Julie said: This book caught my eye at Half Price books.
I'm reading it for inspiration - s.

By Lani Shadduck How many people actually keep that promise, however, is another resolution in itself. Call
it a fad or passing phase, InterSanti is a new weight loss program that focuses on mind and body as a whole
rather than just the body. If someone is not happy, the less likely they will be successful in achieving life goals
let alone weight loss goals. InterSati focuses on action rather than inaction. If weight loss is to be achieved
than action needs to be taken. Goals can be set. But if nothing is done to reach those goals, nothing will be
achieved. InterSanti helps people channel their energy and focus on the goals at hand. The belief behind
InterSati is that the mind can do anything. Changing the way one thinks can influence how one acts and how
one can change. InterSanti builds self-esteem, and more importantly, self-respect. It takes a lot of discipline
and practice, however the results are stunning. InterSanti focuses on the mind, body and spirit. Rather,
InterSanti can be viewed as a way of life. It is a life philosophy that encourages grace, courage, and
compassion. If one possesses these traits, achieving goals such as weight loss will be easy. The actual method
is a blend between mind and body. Training to focus on change and keeping concentration is the secret. The
InterSanti workout itself is a mix of yoga, aerobics, dance, meditation, strength conditioning, and martial arts.
It combines the mental with the physical to create a lifelong practice. InterSanti is a great alternative to those
who hate the daily grind of treadmills and weight machines. It offers people a full body and mind workout,
while encouraging self-empowerment and confidence. In this workout, lunges are out. Instead, exercises are
referred to as Courage, Strength, and Faith. Each exercise consists of three parts: Action, Attitude and
Affirmation. The three elements work together to promote full body awareness and strength. The workout is
popular with celebs and work at home moms alike. It promotes weight loss and a new outlook on life, which
leaves room to grow. It is a way to keep that New Years Resolution throughout the entire year and beyond.
Written by Lani Shadduck.
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3: How should a Christian view weight loss? What does the Bible say about obesity and weight loss?
I'm RenÃ©e Stephens PhD., host of the Inside Out Weight Loss podcast, and I'm so glad you're here. Like you, I
struggled with my weight. Diets, binge eating, way too many ups and downs until I realized it wasn't about will power,
discipline and deprivation.

Laced tightly to the hips with pain. They had worked well for me nearly all my life, but this body seemed
unfamiliar, awkward and old. Even my paintings, which tend to leap bravely from conception to canvas, linger
in the dampness, obstinately refusing to dry. This, the duration of no distraction, was uncontrollably forced
upon me and had thrown me up against the wall of self-examination. I had so much to do before the wisteria
would bloom againâ€”artwork, patients, my writing and tidying up the frayed edges of my fading family. Lost
without a way back to their own healing power. I AM a healer. After too many years of dancing away from
my own afflictions, my weary legs recoiled from one more deceptive tango. Jack went off to work. I hauled
my resistant self out of the comfort of my bed and stood shaking before the mirror. The truth of my physical
life glared back at meâ€”naked, battered, weary and aging. My pulpy form folded in upon itself, camouflaging
any grace that remained. I was big, really big. These people are not overweight: There is no correct weight.
Heavy is also a misleading term. Where had she gone? Could I retrieve some sense of herâ€”the woman who
glowed in the dark with assurance and secret information? All the way down to my heart. What is this weight I
carry? My childhood reeked with the sour smell of abuse. I had become parent to my ill-equipped parents, a
mother to my siblings and caretaker to my mentally ill mom. I took freelance work writing letters for
Penthouse Forum and liner notes for jazz records, and cleaned hotel rooms to make ends meet. I took too
many drugs, slept with too many men, lived with a crazed actor in the mountains of New Mexico and in got
raped at gunpoint. But, I had a kid, a life. Or thought I did. This is the stuff that was living in my big belly:
The weight of it had taken a toll on a body and soul too fragile to pretend everything was all right. Attending
to the awful discomfort beneath my heart. I would have to learn how to stay with the discomfort, to be present
with it. But , I could! I had fought mano a mano with my real life, with all that forensic evidence, my karma. I
was coming out of illusion and caressing impermanence. To meditate means to observe. Your smile proves it.
It proves that you are being gentle with yourself, that the sun of awareness is shining in you, that you have
control of your situation. You are yourself, and you have acquired some peace. Everything is supported by
meditation. In Jnana yoga, the mind challenges delusion, discerns the impermanent and recognizes the
necessity of detachment. Could I contemplate and rediscover my own intrinsic value? Realize that despite this
awkward, karmic journey, I remain sacred? AND, could I embrace forgiveness and grant myself mercy? The
viveka aspects discrimination between the Real and unreal of Jnana yoga require an understanding of control
of the senses and endurance. This is a mighty task! I was determined to restore my body to its natural,
hallowed state of well-being. I would learn to celebrate small wins and carefully, piece by piece, learn the
lessons this fat girl I had become was offering me. Francis de Sales Every traveler needs a map! Losing the
anger wrapped up in my skin and worn around myself like armor. I wrote a letter to my motherâ€”a litany of
devastated feelings, bitterness and loathing for her incompetence and lack of empathy. I wrote it for me. And
then I made a plan. What am I hungry for? How can I satisfy an emotional appetite? I know all about food. I
love to cook and feed loved ones. But my own eating was rushed and thoughtless. When had I stopped to
refresh myself in the afternoon with a cup of tea or a bite of salad for lunch instead of unconsciously starving
myself and then shoveling in a fast, late-night supper before collapsing in exhaustion? I needed to treat my
body with respect and reverence. But my life was at stake. Jack, my dear partner and husband, offered his
loving support and I took it, no longer pretending I could traverse this road alone. On November 28, , I got on
a scale and I weighed pounds. This would be a daunting choreâ€”sometimes awesome, often overwhelming.
Keeping a goal in mind would carry me through. Three meals a day, gratefully taken. Slowly and consciously
eaten. I would learn to honor my food and the source of it. I would focus on the evolution of all things, the
passing of time. Releasing what no longer served me. Forgiving and blessing myself and this tabernacle in
which I live. There were practical considerations. I developed and appreciated new tools that help me lift this
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boulder. Weight Watchers members have shared the wisdom of their own experiences and their success
stories. I now move with real purpose and have returned to Hatha yoga, feeling the shakti energy shift and
glide through my stretched muscles. At first, one mile, then two or three. Now I jog four and finished a 5K in
July. The excruciating bones of a year-old woman no longer temper my armature. I love my life. I have
learned to face what I am stuffing rather than stuff my face, and with newfound strength, I am tenaciously
moving the pound boulder on my spiritual path! November â€” pounds August â€” pounds On the way home
to myself! Shenoa Robinson is a renowned medical intuitive and healer working in San Francisco, California.
Shenoa will be seeing clients in Chicago from September For an appointment with Shenoa, please call her
office at
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4: Weight Loss Affirmations - mindbodygreen
The spiritual path to weight loss by Gregory L. Jantz, , Publications International edition, in English.

Brown One of the first questions a Nutritionist, Wellness Coach, or Fitness Trainer usually asks his or her
client is: How many weight-loss programs have you tried over the years? Well, lets take that a step further and
ask: How many of these weight-loss programs have taken a holistic approach and demonstrate how you can
incorporate more raw and living foods in your diet? To fully understand the impact of a holistic weight-loss
program with raw foods or living foods, lets take a deeper look at the word holistic. Holistic means
considering all factors in a whole system without dividing components. Weight-loss is a science and like any
science it is made up of systems and all systems must be considered as a whole. Accordingly, holistic
weight-loss is the only way we can experience permanent weight management meaning that we will lose
weight and keep it off. A holistic weight-loss program that includes how to safely transition to the raw food
diet and increase your vibration focuses on the whole person. If a weight-loss program does not focus on
restoring your health, fitness, power, and resolution, it is a temporary and quick-fix to what can become or is a
lifelong battle. Holistic weight-loss is essential for permanent weight management. No one wants to continue
on the yo-yo dieting rollercoaster; therefore, one must take control by developing a holistic weight-loss
program which incorporates the raw food diet with the help of a Holistic Nutritionist, Wellness Coach, or
Fitness Trainer. And the average run of the mill program will not do. A holistic weight-loss program with raw
and living foods is vital in order to support your complete success in losing weight. More often than not when
a person gains weight, there is more to the problem than just avoid eating too much junk food. Many times
there are food addictions involved, emotional stress, and spiritual disconnection. A holistic weight-loss
program allows the client to identify these factors in order to lead the individual on a path to optimal health.
Weight-loss programs that do not consider the whole person are destructive for several reasons: Many people
who are overweight, obese, or morbidly obese have underlining issues related to the health of the whole
person. These underlining issues may include stress, low self-esteem, a poor self-concept, food addictions,
emotional eatingâ€¦all that must be addressed during the weight-loss process. Studies and case reviews have
shown that people who are overweight, obese, or morbidly obese develop a distorted body image even after
they have lost weight. Many people view a diet as a temporary and quick way to lose weight and do not
understand the importance of holistic nutrition and whole foods. People who join many diet programs with
pre-packaged foods or special supplements to suppress the appetite are suffering from malnutrition. Because
such programs cause malnutrition, many people can not keep up the diet for the rest of their lives and
eventually gain all the weight back and more. Detoxification is important to the weight-loss process because a
toxic body is not a healthy body and an unhealthy body will not maintain weight-loss. The body is designed to
metabolize whole and natural foods. It is all the additives and processed foods our body cannot recognize. You
have to exercise. Exercise is a part of fitness. Exercise works to reduce body fat and body size. Exercise can
help remove toxins Exercise restores our energy levels and helps us to produce lean muscle. Lean muscle
helps us burn more calories and more fat. You must get educated about weight loss. When considering these
factors, if losing weight has been a battle for you, you can empower yourself. We can empower ourselves by
learning as much as possible about holistic health, nutrition, and how the body works. Once we have the
knowledge, we know exactly how to develop our own holistic weight-loss program. By developing our own
holistic weight-loss program, we will empower ourselves with knowledge that will allow us know why we are
doing what we are doing. We will have a plan that works for us. By developing our own weight-loss program
with a holistic approach, we will have a plan based on the science of losing weight. And most importantly, we
will have a health and wellness plan we can commit to for our entire lives.
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5: The Spiritual Path to Weight Loss: Praising God by Living a Healthy Life by Gregory L. Jantz
the spiritual path to weight loss Download the spiritual path to weight loss or read online books in PDF, EPUB, Tuebl,
and Mobi Format. Click Download or Read Online button to get the spiritual path to weight loss book now.

From no-nonsense health clinics to luxurious spa-like experiences, these resorts are a far cry from the fat
camps image that has been around for decades. Most weight loss resorts encourage healthy living and eschew
unrealistic and impractical diets. At the beginning of each stay, guests meet with a health specialist to address
health issues and set goals. From there, individuals may choose from a variety of fitness classes such as
boxing, kayaking, Zumba and tennis. Extra services, such as behavioral counseling, cooking demonstrations,
portion control classes and spa treatments are available as well. The resort provides a calorie-a-day meal plan
as well as accommodation. Visitors can choose a two or three-bedroom condo or private room. The program
includes two personal training sessions, group fitness classes, three calorie-controlled meals a day and two
dining-out experiences where guests learn how to choose healthy options. Before you get started, sign up for
the six-to-eight hour comprehensive physical exam that includes a stress test, blood test, skin cancer screening,
and CT scan, as it is one of the few that provides same-day results. Cal-a-Vie, located in the magnificent hills
of Vista, provides 32 Mediterranean-style villas and a five-to-one staff-to-guest ratio, allowing guests an
intimate experience. Guests have access to over fitness classes, spa treatments, lectures, cooking
demonstrations, and fresh meals during their stay. The resort has received awards for its cuisine, fitness
program, yoga classes, and hospitality towards solo travelers. The ranch offers two main programs: The first
program is targeted towards those who want to learn how to live a healthier lifestyle and also towards those
looking to recuperate after a surgery or illness. Both programs are available to teens and families and include a
personalized exercise and eating plan, consultations, spa services, and a wide variety of fitness classes high
ropes course, anyone? The resort has locations in Malibu, Calif. From there, participants partake in core
strength training, cardio, water aerobics, cooking demonstrations and more. After the day is done, guests have
the opportunity to relax in the heated swimming pool or at the full-service spa. Pritikin Longevity Center and
Spa, Florida Pritikin Longevity Center and Spa Start each morning with a sunrise stretch, cooking class or
medical lecture and finish the day with Tai Chi, a stress management class or a night out in South Beach. The
health facility features an indoor track, two restaurants that offer gourmet meals think Maine lobster and wild
mushroom risotto , pools, five golf courses, a spa, and a tennis court. Through its variety of programs, Green
Mountain emphasizes a non-diet approach and aims to instill a new way of thinking into its guests. Most of its
programs are based off of a four-week curriculum, but guests can choose to stay one week at a time. Guests
can add on targeted tracks for extra support with issues such as binge eating, Polycystic Ovary Syndrome,
diabetes and more. The resort features 82 rooms some of which are pet-friendly and 24 villa suites along with
a double-sided fireplace, three pools and a full-service spa. Each package includes accommodation, three
nutritious meals a day, workshops, guided hikes, and unlimited fitness classes. Miraval Resort and Spa,
Arizona Miraval Resort This award-winning spa believes self-discovery is the path to a balanced life and
offers more than 90 different activities and classes to honor this belief. Guests can sign up for the healthy
living workshops, which focus on topics from grief to relationships and everything in between or the
integrative wellness classes. Throughout each day, participants are encouraged to take a dip in one of the
swimming pools, test out the climbing wall or Zipline, hit some balls at one of the two tennis courts and chill
out in one of the Zen desert gardens. Each morning begins with a four-to-five hour group hike through a
mountain trail followed by a fresh, organic meal. The resort implements a 1,calorie a day diet that excludes
alcohol, caffeine and processed sugars. After lunch, guests will participate in low-impact, moderate activities,
such as water aerobics, weight training and yoga. The resort accommodates 16 guests at a time and provides a
private room with a queen size bed and bathroom for each guest.
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6: Weight Loss Retreats | Healthy Habits for Life
The Spirit Diet -- A Spiritual Path Toward Weight Loss and a Sponsored Link.

Donate How should a Christian view weight loss? What does the Bible say about obesity and weight loss?
God warns us against gluttony. In the Old Testament God gave specific instructions about what His people,
the Israelites, were to eat Deuteronomy Most of these commands were designed to keep the Israelites from
eating harmful foods that would negatively impact their health. Gluttony, which is overeating or drinking to
excess, is condemned in the Bible Proverbs Plus, the love of food and drink can all too easily become an idol
in our lives. Anything that takes the place of God or becomes our number-one focus is, by definition, an idol
and thus a sin against God Exodus That being the case, we should take care of our bodies and keep them as
healthy as possible. Knowing that being obese can lead to multiple health problems, including back and knee
pain and cardio-vascular complications, we should make wise choices regarding food, drink, and exercise. We
should be careful not to imply that being overweight is synonymous with gluttony. That would be an
over-simplification. There are indeed medical conditions and medicines that lead to weight gain and situations
that prevent proper exercise. If there are no extenuating circumstances, then being overweight is usually an
outward sign of a life out of balance. Anxiety and depression are a couple of the most common reasons to eat
out of balance. Of course, the Bible has plenty to say about how to deal with anxiety and depression. God
repeatedly tells His children not to fear and to cast their cares upon Him 1 Peter 5: Jesus taught us to seek a
balance between the physical and the spiritual: Striving for balance in our eating habitsâ€”and balancing our
physical needs with our spiritual necessitiesâ€”requires wisdom. Weight loss requires more than simply
desiring to lose weight. Similarly, to attain a balance in our diet, we must put aside old habits and develop new
ones. Also, the Christian life teaches us that success is easier when we are sharing the journey with others. In
the same way, weight loss is best accomplished with others who can provide some degree of accountability.
While obesity and weight loss are valid concerns, we must be careful not to become obsessed with body
image. Again, when something besides God becomes the major focus of life, it is sin. Someone with a toned,
fit body can be just as idolatrous as a glutton. Also, an obsession with weight loss can tip over into anorexia or
bulimia, which also has a negative impact on health. The bottom line is that the Lord wants His children to
take good care of their bodies since their bodies are the residence of the Holy Spirit. A strong, healthy body
helps us better serve God and thus bring glory and honor to Him, our principal reason for living. The Lord
wants us to keep our focus on Him and not fall into obsessing about weight gain, weight loss, or food and
drink, any of which can become an idol in our lives. At the end of the day, God wants our hearts. Body weight
and outward image are over-emphasized in our society, at the expense of inward character. While we should
strive to honor God with our bodies 1 Corinthians 6:
7: Self-Love Is Not the Result of Weight Loss - It's the Path - Kari Dahlgren Coaching
Your Spiritual Path To Weight Loss Is Your Own How you define "spirit" and how you connect to your spirit is personal.
No one can tell you how you connect to your spirit because no two people are exactly alike, but the experience of spirit
is universal.

8: Emotional Healing Techniques For Weight Loss - mindbodygreen
"[The author's] revolutionary ideas about body image, motivation, personality patterning, spiritual enlightenment, and the
whole-person approach to successful weight loss completely change the rules of the dieting game.

9: The Eighty Pound Boulder on the Spiritual Path to Weight Loss | Yoga Chicago
With rainbows of fabric swishing around her 5-foot frame, rings on every finger and bracelets hugging the length of her
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wrists, Reb Mimi Feigelson cuts an impressive presence -- an aura in no.
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